Biographies & Selected Papers

27ACTY
Sir Garrard Tyrwhitt-Drake and the Cobtree Estate, Maidstone / by Elizabeth Melling. - Kent : Meresborough Books., c1988

AC,AD

ACLI
Martin Lister and his remarkable daughters : the art of science in the seventeenth century / Anna Marie Roos. - Oxford : Bodleian Library, 2019

AAY
Presented in memory of Ben, from all his colleagues at the Institute of Zoology. October 2018.

Zoological gardens

AJ/ED
The London Zoo war memorial / compiled by Anthony David Cholerton ; "...taken from the research portfolio assembled by Leslie Bird...". - [London : Anthony Cholerton], 2018
Presented by Tony Cholerton, November 2018.
AJ/ED
Bartlett's life among wild beasts in the Zoo: being a continuation of Wild animals in captivity, the habits, food, management and treatment of the beasts and birds at the Zoo / with reminiscences and anecdotes by A.D. Bartlett. - London: Forgotten Books, 2017
This is a modern reprint edition.

AJ/ED
Wild animals in captivity: being an account of the habits, food, management and treatment of the beasts and birds at the 'zoo' with reminiscences and anecdotes / by A.D. Bartlett; compiled and edited by Edward Bartlett. - [S.I.]: Andesite press, [20--?]
This is a modern reprint edition.

28AJ/ED
ZSL 200 [text & electronic resource]: a world where wildlife thrives / ZSL. - London: Zoological Society of London, 2018
Freely available via the ZSL website http://bit.ly/2VRA3ou

Conservation & Climate Change

AP,AF

APB,AAJ

Freely available online via the Royal Society http://bit.ly/2HaF20c

Living planet report 2018 [electronic resource]: aiming higher / Grooten, M. and Almond, R.E.A.(Eds); WWF in collaboration with ZSL. - Gland: WWF, 2018
Freely available online via the WWF website http://bit.ly/2stXZRq

Freely available online via the Kew website https://stateoftheworldsfungi.org/

ARN
Poached: inside the dark world of wildlife trafficking / Rachel Love Nuwer. - Melbourne; London: Scribe, 2018

AT
The animal's agenda: freedom, compassion, and coexistence in the human age / Marc Bekoff and Jessica Pierce. - Boston, Mass.: Beacon Press, 2017
Animal Biology & Anatomy

CQ
Muscles of chordates: development, homologies, and evolution / Rui Diogo ... [et al.]. - Boca Raton, Fla. ; London : CRC Press, 2018

DN
True or poo / Dani Rabaiotti & Nick Caruso ; illustrated by Ethan Kocak. - London : Quercus, 2018
Presented by Dani Rabaiotti, November 2018.

GCZ

Evolution

JEX

JXX
The ascent of birds: how modern science is revealing their story / John Reilly. - Exeter : Pelagic, 2018

28JL
15th annual meeting of the European Association of Vertebrate Palaeontologists, Munich, Germany, 1st to 3rd August 2017: information and abstracts / EAVP. - Munich : EAVP, 2017

Invertebrates

MA
Spineless: the science of jellyfish and the art of growing a backbone / Juli Berwald ; illustrations by Rachel Ivanyi. - Carlton, Australia : Black Inc., 2018

MM,AZE

Q,FW
Insect behavior: from mechanisms to ecological and evolutionary consequences / edited by Alex Córdoba-Aguilar, Daniel González-Tokman, Isaac González-Santoyo. - Oxford : Oxford University Press, 2018
QZX
Buzz : the nature of necessity of bees / Thor Hanson. - London : Icon, 2018

27QT/EP
Yorkshire butterflies and moths 2017 / writers and compilers, Harry E. Beaumont ... [et al.]. - [Yorkshire] : Butterfly Conservation Yorkshire and the Yorkshire Naturalists' Union, 2018

RBJ

Fish

VOB

Herpetology

WN/CCH

28WJH
Estrategia Binacional de Conservación de las Ranitas de Darwin : Chile-Argentina, 2018-2028 / ASG. - IUCN Amphibian Specialist Group. - Santiago : IUCN/SSC Amphibian Specialist Group, 2018
Presented by Andrew Cunningham, November 2018.

Birds

X,FW
Beaks, bones, and bird songs : how the struggle for survival has shaped birds and their behavior / Roger Lederer. - Portland, Or. : Timber Press, 2016

X/UV
Birdstories : a history of the birds of New Zealand / Geoff Norman. - Nelson : Potton & Burton, 2018
Signed and presented by the author, November 2018.

XIM
Presented by the author, November 2018.
**Mammals**

**Y/PYX**  
South Asian mammals: an updated checklist and their scientific names / Chelmala Srinivasulu. - Boca Raton, Fla. ; London : CRC Press, 2019

**YES**  
Sloths! : a celebration of the world's most maligned mammal / William Hartston. - London : Atlantic Books, 2018  
Presented by the author, October 2018.

**YHL**  
Zebra / Christopher Plumb and Samuel Shaw. - London : Reaktion Books, 2018

**YJD**  
The dama gazelles: last members of a critically endangered species / edited by Elizabeth Cary Mungall ; with special contributions by Teresa Abáigar ... [et al.]. - College Station : Texas A & M University Press, 2018

**YMY**  
Painted wolves: a wild dog's life / stories, Nicholas Dyer & Peter Blinston ; photography, Nicholas Dyer. - Great Britain : Lycaon Ventures, 2018

**YV**  
Bat / Tessa Laird. - London : Reaktion Books, 2018

**YZL**  
The new chimpanzee: a twenty-first-century portrait of our closest kin / Craig Stanford. - Cambridge, Mass. ; London : Harvard University Press, 2018

**28YB**  
Monotreme and marsupial survey: 2003 / compiled by Peter Dillingham. - [Blackpool : Blackpool Zoo, 2003]  
Bats and artificial lighting in the UK [electronic resource] : bats and the built environment series / Bat Conservation Trust, Institute of Lighting Professionals. - Rugby : ILP, 2018  
Journals

Below is a small selection of journal issues received in the last month. Please visit the Library to browse our full display of recently received journals.

- Amphibia-Reptilia, Vol. 40 No. 1 2019
- Animal conservation, Vol. 22 No. 6 Dec 2019
- Animal keepers' forum, Vol. 45 No. 11/12 Dec 2018
- Belgian journal of zoology, Vol. 147 No. 1-2 Nov 2018
- Biodiversity and conservation, Vol. 27 No. 14 2018
- Conservation biology, Vol. 32 No. 6 Dec 2018
- Geschäftsbericht / Zoologische Garten Berlin, 2017
- Herpetological journal, Vol. 28 No. 3 2018
- Journal of zoology, Vol. 306 No. 4 Dec 2018
- Mammalian biology, Vol. 93 November 2018
- Oryx, Vol. 53 No. 1 Jan 2019
- Russian journal of herpetology, Vol. 25 No. 2 Apr-Jun 2018
- Trends in ecology and evolution, Vol. 33 No. 12 Dec 2018
- Zoo biology, Vol. 37 No. 6 Nov/Dec 2018